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Introduction

The India Vision document compiled by the Planning Commission in 2002 envisions that “by 2020, the people of India will be more numerous, better educated, healthier and more prosperous than at any time in our long history.”\(^1\) Although the country has made measurable progress in public health since independence, the achievements so far have been too few and too slow when compared to the country’s planned goals and pace of economic growth. India needs an actionable plan to implement a health system with Universal Health Coverage (UHC) in order to realize its health goals. In its 2003 report, the Institute of Medicine described a public health system as “a complex network of individuals and organizations that...work together toward a health goal.” The health systems of other Asian and European countries with universal or near-universal health coverage provide useful models as India works to achieve its own system of UHC.

Many developing nations have experienced sustained economic growth of late, which made UHC financially feasible for the first time. Spurred by economic success, the citizenry of many low and middle income countries increasingly made strong demands for an improved health system. Governments, in an effort to meet those demands, made political commitments to achieving universal coverage and have, in some cases, formalized UHC legislation in their respective constitutions. The experiences of Brazil, Taiwan and Thailand highlight the importance of political leadership and of making the most of economic and political windows of opportunity. India today finds itself in a promising economic and political position to achieve UHC. The government has committed itself to improving India’s public health care system and is refreshingly open to the mounting health advocacy campaigns of various Civil Society Organizations. In addition to social pressure for UHC, India’s rapid economic growth over the past 20 years makes financing UHC a real possibility.

In charting their respective paths towards universal health, many developing countries placed special emphasis on reaching the rural and urban poor as part of their larger effort to ensure that coverage is truly universal for all population sectors. Brazil’s Family Health Programme is a central part of its Unified Health System and sends teams of community health workers into the country’s most isolated regions to dispense health care to the poor. Today more than 97 million Brazilians receive care through the Family Health Programme. Another helpful example is Sri Lanka, which managed to achieve universal health coverage when its annual per capita GDP was still below US$ 500—less than half of India’s per capita GDP today. Sri Lanka’s method prioritized reaching the rural poor by removing financial and social barriers to care as well as improving health infrastructure in rural communities. In fact, the Sri Lankan government aimed to ensure that all citizens had a health clinic within two kilometers of their place of residence. Today roughly 96% of Sri Lankans are born in hospitals and immunization rates are close to 100%. Whereas many developing and developed countries alike face health capacity shortages in rural areas, Sri Lanka’s example serves to show that adequate health infrastructure and access throughout a country are important precursors to achieving truly universal care. The argument that Sri Lanka is a much smaller country than India and, therefore does not brook comparison will not hold if we develop models of decentralized district level planning and delivery of health services.

Though the rural poor can be a difficult group to enroll, the experiences of Kenya and the Philippines provide important insight about the additional

---

difficulties of incorporating a large informal sector into a UHC scheme. In a country such as India, where individuals working in the informal sector make up a significant portion of the population, the government will need to develop an effective strategy for collecting adequate contributions from this group. Even if India adopts a tax-based rather than a premium-based health care system, accounting for a large informal sector is crucial for any government-run universal health care scheme to be sustainable in the long term. These 16 international country case studies additionally show that a well-functioning UHC system must align the economic incentives of health care providers with the goals of the system. Both China and Taiwan demonstrate how misaligned economic incentives can encourage behaviors that threaten a high quality of care. In China, government block grants often do not fully cover the actual operating costs of local health institutions. Because those institutions are encouraged to make up the marginal difference, physician-induced demand for unnecessary services and other profit-seeking behaviors have become huge concerns. In Taiwan and the Philippines, fee-for-service mechanisms also encourage supplier-induced demand for services that may not be medically needed. Because Taiwan permits hospitals to sell drugs for prices beyond their acquisition cost, the profitability of prescribing drugs gives providers yet another economic incentive to over-medicate patients. It is crucial for any UHC scheme to incorporate economic incentives and provider payment mechanisms that encourage principles of quality, efficiency, cost-effectiveness and safety.

Within the developed world a wide variety of health care systems are currently in place, which, though largely successful, reveal that developed countries are also struggling to achieve universal access to health care. Although health indicators in Canada, Norway, Sweden, the UK, and Germany are generally very good, these countries face challenges with their government-run health insurance programs going forward. With high rates of coverage, many health systems in developed countries are experiencing rising costs as their respective populations age. To deal with this increasing health burden on government budgets, countries like Canada and Sweden have introduced health care rationing and waiting lists for certain procedures and treatments. As patient satisfaction with the government health system drops, citizens increasingly elect to obtain private health insurance for expensive but timely care or, in the case of Norway, look abroad for faster treatment. In the UK where waiting times are long and a shortage of providers has introduced new concerns about care quality, disparities in health outcomes are wider today than they were during the Great Depression. To protect against the sky-rocketing demand and overuse of subsidized health services that many developed countries are currently experiencing, India ought to emphasize preventive and primary care services in its UHC plan.

What follows is a series of profiles of health systems in a range of different countries around the world. Lists of potential lessons and challenges for these systems provide important insight as India considers its own plan to achieve UHC. The countries reflected here have been arranged according to the World Bank classification of countries by income. (low income economies, lower-middle income economies, upper-middle income economies, and high-income economies).
Bangladesh

The government of Bangladesh aspires to achieve “health for all” through its Revitalized Primary Health Care initiative but it does not have a full-fledged UHC system as yet.² Currently health care services are available from both the public and private sectors, although the public sector mainly handles in-patient and preventive care while the private sector is largely used for out-patient care. In answer to the growing demands of its population, the government is using pilot projects to explore the possibility of a comprehensive health insurance system. While public coverage is high for a few essential public health interventions, particularly immunizations, financial protection is very limited for secondary and tertiary care.³ Today less than 1% of the population is covered by formal insurance, and high out-of-pocket costs push countless citizens into poverty annually.⁴ In part due to 90% vaccine coverage since 1995,⁵ however, Bangladesh has seen steadily improving health indicators over the last few decades, including a marked increase in life expectancy at birth and a decline in infant, maternal, and child mortality rates.⁶ These averages hide the inequalities that nevertheless persist between different social groups and geographical regions.

Potential Lessons⁷

- The government appears increasingly committed to improving health outcomes.
- Life expectancy has improved from 40 years in 1960 to 64 years in 2005.
- Vastly improved immunization coverage, from less than 10% in the 1980s to 90% since 1995, has led to substantial gains in child health and a decline in total fertility rate from 6.3 in the 1970s to 2.7 in 2007.
- Bangladesh has burgeoning private for-profit and not-for-profit health sectors.

Challenges⁸

- A lack of skilled birth attendants has prevented any improvement in the percentage of underweight children in Bangladesh, which has stood at 45% since the mid-1990s.
- Bangladesh faces severe drug, facility, and physician shortages. There is a current shortfall of 60,000 physicians, which will only increase as the population grows. Shortages are particularly acute in rural areas.
- Because of resource shortages and poor care quality, only 25% of the population uses the publicly funded health care system.
- Disparities in access to health services, particularly antenatal care; treatment for acute respiratory infection, malnutrition, and anemia during pregnancy; and complete vaccinations for children are widening.

---
³ Ibid.
⁵ World Health Organization.
⁶ Ibid.
⁷ Anwar Islam, Bangladesh Health System in Transition: Selected Articles, Monograph Series (Dhaka, Bangladesh: James P. Grant School of Public Health, 2008).
⁸ Ibid.
Kenya

Kenya is currently in the process of introducing a nation-wide social health insurance scheme that aims to achieve universal public health coverage after a transition period. Since 1994, reform of Kenya’s health sector has been guided by the Kenya Health Policy Framework Paper (KHPFP), which envisions “quality health care that is acceptable, affordable and accessible to all,” and the National Health Sector Strategic Plan (NHSSP). The government has decentralized control of the public health sector as its strategy for implementation and management. Health care in Kenya is provided currently through both the public and private sectors, with the private sector contributing approximately 40% of health services. According to the 2001-2002 National Health Accounts, Kenya spends 5.1% of its GDP on health and only about US$6.2 per capita, which is far below the WHO recommended amount of US$34 per capita. The government contributes 30% of total health expenditure, households pay 51% in out-of-pocket costs, donors cover 16%, and the statutory National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) and private sources contribute the rest.

A new public health insurance scheme, the National Social Health Insurance Fund (NSHIF), was proposed in 2004 and will be financed through income-rated contributions with the government contributing on behalf of the poor. The government expects that enrolling formal sector employees will take roughly five years and the self-employed informal sector will take nearly ten. Contribution rates and the definition of “poor” have not yet been set, mostly because of the challenge of raising enough funds to cover the large population of objectively poor people. The government has said that contributions will be set high enough to allow a comprehensive benefit package in all public facilities and most private ones. The NSHIF bill will cover in-patient and out-patient hospital care, including surgical, medical, and dental procedures; laboratory and diagnostic tests; drugs and medical equipment, physiotherapy; doctors’ fees; and room and board.

Potential Lessons

- The NSHIF is expected to provide greater financial protection than Kenya’s current system.
- The NSHIF will operate as a single risk pool to avoid fragmented, unequal risk pooling.
- Proposed provider payment mechanisms aim to incentivize high-quality care at low cost—a flat rate of remuneration per in-patient day and a flat fee per out-patient visit have both been suggested.
- A transition period for roughly a decade has been acknowledged as politically, economically and organizationally necessary before the program is fully implemented.

Challenges

- Only 22% of the NHIF’s money is used to pay for health coverage. 25% is lost to administrative costs and the remaining 53% is spent on arguably unnecessary investments, such as a lavish new headquarters. Earning the trust of the people it serves will be crucial for the new NSHIF; voluntary compliance rates will fall if contributors continue to sense their money is being siphoned away.

---

13 Carrin, et al.
After a coalition government was formed in 2008, the Ministry of Health was split into the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry of Medical Services to allow for power sharing in the government coalition. Duplication of work and competition for resources, control, and influence will likely slow health system reforms and create management disagreements.

Health facilities are unevenly distributed across Kenya’s seven provinces and Nairobi.

Cost remains a great barrier to health care. One survey showed that only 77.2% of Kenya’s ill population actually sought health care in 2003. Because poor people and informal sector workers make up a substantial percentage of Kenya’s population, achieving a UHC system that is financially sustainable will be a difficult task. High contribution rates from the formal sector will likely be necessary to cross-subsidize the nonpaying informal sector and the poor.

---

15 Hsiao, et al.
17 Hsiao, et al.
Indonesia

Indonesia has recently experienced several major health reforms, including the decentralization reform of 2001, and the National Social Security Law (SJSN) of 2004 that mandated social health insurance for the entire population.\(^{18}\) Askeskin emerged as the mandatory public insurance system for the poor. Askeskin reimbursed providers in two ways: (i) a capitation payment provided to health centers based on the number of registered poor; and (ii) a fee-for-service payment through a state-owned insurer, called P.T. Askes, based on the number of third-class hospital beds used. In 2008, the Askeskin program expanded into Jamkesmas, a public insurance program for the poor run by the Ministry of Health. Many other district-based programs have tried to replicate the Jamkesmas design, but for other segments of the population. Today roughly 46% of the Indonesian population has health care coverage—up from 10% in 2004—either through Jamkesmas and other public programs for different sectors of the population, or through private schemes. Askes targets active civil servants and retired civil servants and veterans; Taspen targets military workers and police; Jamsostek targets the employees of private sector firms with ten or more employees; private insurance targets the private sector; and community-based health insurance targets students and the self-employed. Where beneficiaries obtain care and how providers are paid vary between schemes.\(^{19}\)

Jamkesmas is financed entirely through general government revenues; there are no required contributions from beneficiaries. Jamkesmas covers a comprehensive package of care, including inpatient and out-patient care as well as maternal and preventive health services. Unlike Askeskin, Jamkesmas contracts with many private hospitals in addition to public providers. Though the government of Indonesia partially finances Jamkesmas, provincial and district governments are responsible for most of the program’s operating decisions. As of January 2010, the Jamkesmas program is being implemented actively throughout the country as part of the Indonesian government’s goal to achieve universal coverage by 2014.\(^{20}\)

Potential Lessons

- The decentralization reform gives substantial funds and authority to local governments, many of which can reach urban and rural sectors more effectively than the central government.
- Government data suggests that the strategy to target the poor has reached 76 million poor and near-poor enrollees. The rates of service use between the most affluent and the poorest have nearly equalized.\(^{21}\)
- Though Jamkesmas is intended specifically for the poor, it does not offer a substandard health insurance package. In fact, free access to many providers, both public and private, and a full package of benefits makes Jamkesmas the most attractive insurance scheme—more attractive even than Askes and Jamsostek.

Challenges\(^{22}\)

- Contract mechanisms do not use reimbursement or payment policies strategically to drive improvements in quality or efficiency. In fact, Jamkesmas’ current reimbursement system sets


\(^{20}\) Ibid.

\(^{21}\) Indonesia Delegation.
up harmful incentives—for example, a hospital receives full reimbursement for a referral, which discourages midwives from bringing patients with complications to the hospital because they lose income.

- Jamkesmas and other public programs could be useful tools for promoting certain care practices, but unfortunately payment mechanisms have not been used to drive forward public health priorities such as preventive medicine or long-term family planning methods.
- Concerns abound about the solvency of the Jamkesmas program because increasing utilization of services is going to increase the cost of health insurance.

- Though the central government provides some financing for public health programs, local governments are responsible for filling the gap between what it actually costs to insure their whole population and what the central government pays. This responsibility is particularly burdensome for the poorest states.
- Jamsostek and Askes beneficiaries pay high out-of-pocket costs if they select private care.

---

Philippines\textsuperscript{23}

The Philippines initiated social health insurance nearly 35 years ago with the establishment of its Medicare program, which targeted workers in regular employment in both the public and private sectors. Though Medicare succeeded in enrolling a large portion of the country’s employed population, it failed to reach many informal sector workers and the poor. As a result of these gaps, local health insurance schemes, operated by local governments and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), took hold in the 1980s and early 1990s, and a flourishing private health insurance market provided supplementary coverage to the middle class. In 1991, the ownership of rural health units was transferred to local chief executives as part of a decentralization process.

In 1995, the Philippine Health Corporation, or PhilHealth, was established to revitalize the push for universal health coverage. Since PhilHealth was created, some progress has been made in extending coverage to the informal sector and the poor. PhilHealth membership is broken down into four separate categories: the Employed Program, which is compulsory for all government and private sector employees, the Indigent Program, the Individual Program for those not eligible for the Employed or Indigent Programs, and the Nonpaying Program. Contributions for those in the Employed Program are income-based, although there is a salary cap beyond which contributions do not increase, and employers and employees share the cost of contributions equally. For the Indigent Program, local governments are responsible for identifying indigents, enrolling them in PhilHealth, and paying their premiums. Currently approximately 83% of the population is covered through PhilHealth.\textsuperscript{24} In 2000 and 2005, the government introduced a series of reforms, which included the creation of local health delivery and planning units, an expanded government subsidy for the poor, and an expanded regulatory role for the Department of Health (DoH).

Today Filipinos receive care from a mix of public and private providers, who receive payment mostly on a fee-for-service basis. PhilHealth’s benefit package is principally related to in-patient care, although this trend is slowly changing. The scope of benefits includes in-patient hospital care, some out-patient care, health education packages, emergency and transfer services, and other non-specific services that PhilHealth deems appropriate and cost-effective. Fifth and subsequent normal obstetrical deliveries, nonprescription drugs and devices, substance abuse treatment, cosmetic surgery, optometric services, and non cost-effective services are not included in the PhilHealth benefit package. Health expenditure in the Philippines makes up only 3.2% of GDP, an amount among the lowest levels in its region. In 2004, the government made up less than half of total health expenditure, and out-of-pocket payments accounted for 44.3%.

Potential Lessons

- PhilHealth introduced two new benefits in 2003: a maternity package for normal spontaneous delivery, and a directly observed treatment short-course (DOTS) package for tuberculosis. These two additions exemplify PhilHealth’s gradual shift from only paying retrospectively for in-patient care towards increasingly investing in public health and preventive care to try to avoid expensive in-patient care altogether.


To maintain financial stability, PhilHealth makes only low-risk investments and is required to keep two years of projected annual benefit payments on reserve. To contain costs, PhilHealth puts limits on levels of benefit payments.

PhilHealth Regional Offices (PRO) can alter benefits packages to their local area, provided that the overall value to the patient does not change.

**Challenges**

- The move towards a public health function for PhilHealth has created an overlap with the duties of the Department of Health.
- The fee-for-service method for provider payment likely creates problems of supplier-induced demand.
- The Nonpaying Program, which targets those Filipinos who have reached the age of retirement and have paid at least 120 monthly premium contributions to PhilHealth, is a growing financial risk. Neither the government nor those enrolled in the program make any contributions on this high-risk group’s behalf.

- Enrollment of the informal sector in the Individual Program has been particularly difficult, and the voluntary enrollment process for this group has led to problems with adverse selection. PhilHealth is currently experimenting with an initiative that would reward informal organizations if a minimum of 70% of their employees are enrolled.
- The Indigent Program was closely associated with President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, who initially launched it in 2004, and has struggled to maintain funds ever since she came out of office. To deal with local governments who fail to make their full contributions to the program, PhilHealth has proposed deducting the contributions at source from internal revenue allotments to local governments. New legislation alternatively proposes earmarking 4% of recently increased value added tax receipts to make up the difference.
- Fraud, particularly in the form of claims for treatment that was never provided, poses a problem for the long-term sustainability of PhilHealth. The Office of the Actuary estimates that between 10 and 20% of claims are fraudulent.
Sri Lanka

By relying on tax-financed and government-operated health services, Sri Lanka achieved universal health coverage while its per capita GDP was still below US$500 annually. In 2005, total expenditure on health in Sri Lanka accounted for 4.2% of GDP and neared Rs. 100 billion (US$1 billion). Government spending accounts for 46% and private financing—mostly household out-of-pocket payments—covers the rest. All in-patient, out-patient, and community health services are free to all Sri Lankans, with very few exceptions. Today roughly 96% of all childbirths occur in hospitals, and the country has close to 100% immunization coverage.

Sri Lanka realized universal coverage by ensuring that the rural poor had access to hospital services and by removing financial and social barriers to care. Sri Lanka’s health system is public hospital-dominated, and the government budget has prioritized establishing rural hospitals since the 1950s. The government financed the construction of a high-density but low-cost network of rural facilities to make sure that almost all citizens live within one or two kilometers of a clinic. Sri Lanka’s system successfully protects the poor from the catastrophic financial risk associated with illness—according to an EQUITAP study, only 0.3% of households in Sri Lanka drop below the international poverty due to health expenditure.

In prioritizing access above all else, Sri Lanka’s system encourages richer patients to choose private care, which opens up facilities for the poor and reduces the burden on the government. Because the wealthiest voluntarily opt out of the government health system, all public hospitals are able to accept all patients without restriction, and no referral system is enforced. Interestingly, however, most private doctors are typically government medical employees who are permitted to practice privately during their free time.

Potential Lessons

- Sri Lanka has strong health infrastructure in rural areas, which has encouraged usage of health services by the poor. Ever since 1951, when user charges were abolished, the poor have gradually become more familiar with health resources. Today utilization rates of government health facilities are actually higher among the poorest households than among the richest.
- Though the system is hospital-based, an expensive definition of what constitutes a hospital means that the focus on hospitals does not come at the expense of primary care. Sri Lanka has found that well-run government hospitals are actually an efficient way of delivering primary care.
- Sri Lanka’s rates of in-patient admission and out-patient visits are comparable to OECD countries.
- In offering a full range of services instead of a more restricted one, Sri Lanka’s health system has prioritized risk protection over cost-effectiveness and has won public support and confidence.
- Sri Lanka’s system is efficient in terms of high patient throughput—average bed-turnover rate is high and average length of stay is short—and high labor productivity.

---

27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
• To contain costs, the health system bulk-purchases only generic drugs. A national formulary of drugs approves drugs for use in government hospitals.

**Challenges**

• The main challenge for the provision of health care services in Sri Lanka relates to the government’s ability to continue to provide health services free at the point of delivery. The government cannot increase the budget without raising taxes substantially. Lack of funding prevents the adoption of certain modern medical methods, such as the management of chronic, non-communicable diseases.

• Through internal purchasing and investment decisions, the Ministry of Health implicitly rations care and deliberately restricts the availability of certain services it considers too expensive. For example, X-rays are not present in most lower-level facilities, and not every medicine is available in every hospital. Though patients can go to whatever hospital they choose and public transportation is cheap, most high-level facilities and services are available only in urban areas.

• As the rich increasingly turn to the private sector, this shift may undermine political support for a tax-financed government health system.
Brazil

Two decades after Brazil’s landmark health reform in 1988 established the country’s Unified Health System, also known as Sistema Único de Saúde (SUS), more than 75% of Brazil’s population relies exclusively on public health care for coverage. Covering some 97 million of Brazil’s rural poor, the Family Health Programme is a central part of the Unified Health System, and employs teams of community health care workers to reach Brazil’s especially isolated regions. The Unified Health System, which is financed through income and sales taxes, provides free primary health care, basic dental care, and a range of hospital services including diagnostics and surgeries through a network of public and private providers. Through the public health sector, Brazil also has a robust vaccination program and subsidizes 90% of the cost of many essential drugs. Despite such large network of public health services, however, private insurance still exists in Brazil, largely for Brazilians trying to avoid some of the delays and frustrations of what is, unfortunately, a vastly underfunded public system.

Potential Lessons

- Legislation in 1996 effectively decentralized much of the health financing and decision-making of the Unified Health System. Through health councils, communities are actively involved in developing budgetary priorities and initiatives.
- The Family Health Programme addresses health inequities directly by prioritizing the rural poor. In 2007, the difference in life expectancy at birth between the wealthier south and the poorer northeast narrowed from eight years in 1990 to only five.
- The Unified Health System emphasizes primary care but offers a full set of other benefits, including dental care, hospital care, and financial protection against costly drugs.
- Automatic transfers of federal funding to the municipalities keeps the system afloat.
- Brazil is a single national buyer of drugs so it can negotiate low drug prices with pharmaceutical companies.

Challenges

- Despite responsible accounting in many municipalities, more than half of the 26 states fail to meet the required 12% funding target.
- At the state level, a broad conception of health concerns causes overspending and the misdirection of funds. Some states have used money allocated specifically for the Unified Health System to improve sanitation or offer additional health insurance for civil servants. While these factors certainly affect the health of the population, there is need to define health expenditure more precisely.
- The federal government simply does not adequately support the public health sector. The 1988 constitutional reform committed the government to set aside 30% of the social security budget for health care, but in 1993, social security stopped providing resources to the health sector. The Unified Health System began to depend exclusively on the national budget and has suffered chronic funding shortages ever since.
- Under funding is linked to inadequacies in basic health infrastructure and shortages of hospital

---

staff. Access to public hospitals varies widely between municipalities. A recent paper finds robust evidence of a positive relationship between income and doctor visits.30

- Many Brazilian taxpayers pay twice for their healthcare—once when they pay income and sales taxes, and once when they buy private health insurance.31
China

China’s rapid economic growth over the past 25 years improved standards of living for millions of Chinese but was not coupled with better health or health care. China proclaimed its ‘open door policy’ in 1978, which called for the country’s transition from a social-planning economy to a market-based one. As part of this transition, the burden of health care shifted from largely successful state-owned enterprises, such as ‘barefoot’ doctors and the Cooperative Medical Scheme that previously covered about 85% of China’s rural population, to the private sector.\(^{32,33}\) Health care reforms in the 1980s encouraged localities to raise their own tax revenues to offset decreased central government financing, instated price controls on a catalogue of essential health services to safeguard basic health care, and permitted local health institutes to generate additional revenue by pricing non-essential health services above cost recovery. With this new incentive structure, physician-induced demand for unnecessary healthcare has become a major problem in China. As the market responded to the inadequacies of the 1980s reforms with an increasing number of private health insurance schemes, the free-market response exacerbated the inequities in China’s health system.\(^{34}\) Market-based health services left more than 500 million Chinese unable to find affordable medical treatment.\(^{35}\)

China is currently involved in a ‘second generation’ of reforms, whose priorities include strengthening the government role, increasing government investment, increasing health insurance coverage, no longer rewarding doctors based on the revenue they generate, and strengthening primary care, community health care, and disease prevention. One of the reforms dictates an expansion in the list of price-capped essential health care services. Previously, catastrophic illness could impoverish families if the necessary treatment was not on the list of price-controlled essential services. Though this measure is projected to generate annual savings of 4.3 billion RMB, some experts explain that the cost-saving of those additional price caps will likely be offset by compensatory overprescribing, alteration of drug names by manufacturers, purposeful ignoring of the price caps, and simply turning down low cost drugs altogether.\(^{36}\)

Potential Lessons

- China has a history of successful state-owned health facilities and state-funded doctors, particularly through barefoot doctors and the Cooperative Medical Scheme, from before the reforms of the 1980s.
- Improving health services has become a recent priority for the Chinese government. Over the past ten years, China has allocated more funds to improve public health and rural health services, emphasized controlling healthcare costs, implemented initiatives to improve hospital management to raise quality of patient care, and developed plans to establish and build a national health infrastructure.\(^{37}\)

---

\(^{32}\) Charles Tsai, Regulatory Reform in China’s Health Sector, Policy Brief, Groupe d’Economie Mondiale (Sciences Po, 2010).

\(^{33}\) Jin Ma, Mingshan Lu and Hude Quan, “From A National, Centrally Planned Health System to A System Based On The Market: Lessons from China,” Health Affairs, 2008: 937-948.

\(^{34}\) Ibid.


\(^{36}\) Ibid.
China’s government has acknowledged the failure of the series of reforms in the 1980s and has sought international expertise to assist in developing an improved system that focuses on “health for all” and the government’s responsibility to public health and insurance coverage.

**Challenges**

- A majority of the population no longer has access to health care because of financial barriers. High costs explain how an increase in national health expenditure was accompanied by a decline in the use of health services. Unless the economic incentives of providers are changed, a catalogue of subsidized drugs cannot be fully effective at restraining costs.
- Inequalities in health care access are increasing, and rural residents, children, seniors, and low-income families are particularly vulnerable.
- Pressured to make up funds from inadequate government block grants, hospitals compete for paying patients by recruiting well-known physicians, prescribing multiple comprehensive tests, and encouraging patients to stay at luxury facilities.
- A medical arms race has caused the centralization of physicians and an abundant supply of high-tech and expensive medical equipment and facilities in metropolitan areas to serve a small proportion of the population who can afford such expensive services. At the same time, health resources are lacking in rural areas, where more than half of the population resides.
- Economic incentives have driven profit-seeking motives and physician-induced demand. Preventive medicine, public education and infectious disease monitoring are unprofitable and therefore largely ignored.
- In 2003, some form of community-financed health care covered some 9.5% of the rural population, down from a peak of about 85% in 1975. From 1993 to 2003, health insurance coverage in urban areas dropped from around 70% to 55%.

---

38 Jin Ma, Mingshan Lu and Hude Quan, “From A National, Centrally Planned Health System to A System Based On The Market: Lessons from China,” *Health Affairs*, 2008: 937-948.
Malaysia

Malaysia has achieved close to universal health coverage through a predominantly tax-financed system that makes health services at all levels free for the entire population with some minimum co-payment. Though Malaysia has a high level of formal sector employment, it has not established a social health insurance scheme. The country reports 100% coverage through its tax-funded system, although high out-of-pocket payments, which make up 40.7% of total health expenditure and are mostly spent on secondary and tertiary private services, suggest actual coverage is below 100%. Total health expenditure per capita is below the minimum US$49-54 recommended to achieve Millennium Development Goals. Malaysia is one of a few Southeast Asian countries with a private sector presence between 5.6 and 7.8%, and such relatively low percentages suggest that private insurance plays a supplemental, mainly outpatient role. In the Malaysian arrangement, the presence of the private sector actually attracts richer patients to private facilities and gives poorer patients greater access to government facilities.

Though the government has proposed to establish a National Health Financing Scheme that pools resources from public and private sources to provide universal financial risk protection based on principles of social health insurance, the proposal has been met with resistance. Formal sector workers oppose the change, which would require additional mandatory contributions from the formal sector on top of personal income taxes. Private health insurance operators and the Ministry of Health are both threatened by the proposed arrangement, which would likely delegate all budgetary decisions to a National Health Financing Authority.

Potential Lessons

- Free healthcare facilities in rural areas have made equal access a reality for the poor.
- In Malaysia women and men have equal access to preventive and curative care. Primary care services focus on maternal and child health, which may further explain good health outcomes for women.
- Health services are free for all citizens at primary, secondary and tertiary levels with minimum co-payment, ranging from 1 RM (US$0.31) to 3 RM (US$0.94) per admission day.

Challenges

- The fiscal cost of Malaysia’s health system is the greatest concern. By international standards, Malaysia’s public expenditure on health is low.
- In 2001, 47% of the Ministry of Health’s funds went towards curative medical care and only 18% went towards prevention and primary care. Reforms are needed to emphasize prevention and primary care, and to maximize the resources and skills of those delivering public health services.
Malaysia's system needs to be reformed to encourage allocative and technical efficiency. Performance measurements should track the quality and quantity of results, and compensation should be adjusted to reward improvements.48

Patients report long waiting times for procedures in public hospitals.49

---
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Thailand\textsuperscript{50}

In 2001, Thailand introduced the National Health Security Act, which laid the groundwork for a new, robust Universal Coverage Scheme (UCS). Before 2001, Thailand had four voluntary public risk-protection schemes with widely differing benefits and contribution levels. These schemes protected roughly 75\% of Thailand’s population, but left 18.5 million people paying costly out-of-pocket fees for health care on a case-by-case basis. Today the UCS covers 74.6\% of the population, according to estimates from 2007, and offers a comprehensive package of curative and preventive care, as well as universal access to antiretroviral drugs. Since 1975 the Thai government has experimented with financial incentives to bring doctors to rural areas. As of 2004 and 2005, a new medical graduate in a remote rural district can earn a salary equivalent to what a senior doctor in a central district makes after 25 years of work experience.\textsuperscript{51}

The UCS used to require a 30 baht fee for each admission but is now completely free. The program is financed through government taxes and pays providers on a capitation basis. Public hospitals with primary care facilities are the main providers and serve more than 95\% of UCS beneficiaries. 60 private hospitals serve around 4\% of UCS beneficiaries.

The UCS works alongside two other public health insurance programs: the Compulsory Social Security Scheme (SSS), which was created for government employees and dependents and covers 13\% of the population; and the Civil Servant Medical Benefit Scheme (CSMBS), which serves private employees and temporary public employees and covers 8\% of the population. All together, the UCS, SSS and CSMBS represent a strong government-run health insurance system that covers nearly 100\% of Thailand’s population. Private health insurance companies remain only in a supplemental role for high-income groups.

Potential Lessons\textsuperscript{52}

- Public health advocates are present in the senior levels of Thailand’s bureaucracy; they are positioned to translate political imperative into action.
- UCS beneficiaries choose public or private hospitals, which receive annual capitation payments based on the number of UCS beneficiaries that choose them. Freedom of provider choice encourages the development of competing provider networks, and the capitation payment approach helps contain costs and promote efficiency.
- The capitation payment system incentivizes health care providers to reach out and enroll the uninsured—only 2\% of the population was still uninsured in 2007. The more people who are registered, the more diverse the risk pool and the more income for each hospital.
- The UCS represents a marked shift towards primary care.
- More than 85\% of respondents to a UCS satisfaction survey said they were happy with the quality of care they received.
- An effective administrative system registered 45 million previously uninsured citizens in only


four months, and infrastructure was developed in rural areas to reach the two-thirds of Thailand’s population that lives there.

- The Thai government offers attractive salaries to new medical graduates who agree to work in isolated rural districts. Other non-financial incentives include more opportunities for continuing education and social recognition through annual awards for outstanding rural health personnel.53

**Challenges**

- The new emphasis on primary care caused a shortage of doctors to staff primary care units and left many hospitals with large deficits. The shortage of primary care providers necessitated using hospital doctors in the primary care rotation and also diverted attention away from health promotion services.54
- Thailand faces an imbalanced distribution of human resources in terms of both geographical location and speciality.55
- Thailand faces uncertainty about appropriate capitation rates because compliance—the extent to which patients use their registered provider rather than another, in which they pay out-of-pocket—is low. Experts speculate that compliance is low because UCS may not give people access to their preferred providers. Building greater confidence in primary care may be required to encourage higher rates of compliance.56
- Because the UCS depends on general revenue financing through the government’s annual budget, it is vulnerable to budget cuts. Future budgets may not fully cover the UCS’ actual operating costs, which may increase as the population ages.
- Rural residents have little provider choice simply because of low capacity and large distances between health care facilities.
- Thailand aggressively supports medical tourism and international trade in health services, which can divert resources from the poor and from rural areas.57

---
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Canada

Canada has a publicly financed and privately run health care system called Medicare that provides free universal coverage to all its citizens. The system is characterized by local control, doctor autonomy and consumer choice. The Canadian province of Saskatchewan first introduced universal hospital insurance in 1944, and in 1956, the federal government offered an open-ended 50-50 cost sharing arrangement for hospital insurance in all the provinces. By 1958, all provinces had adopted universal hospital coverage. In 1971, the federal government extended the 50-50 cost sharing arrangement to all essential medical services, and Canada’s system of universal public health coverage was born. Low government compensation rates drove most doctors to opt out of the system and simply bill patients themselves at their old rates. The Canadian Health Act of 1984 forbids practitioners from billing beyond provincially mandated fee schedules and aims to ensure a one-tiered service.

Today, Canada’s system is based on private providers who receive payment from federal and provincial budgets. Physicians are remunerated on a fee-for-service basis (with an imposed cap to prevent excessive utilization and costs) by the provincial health plan. The system is primarily tax-funded through federal transfers to the provinces, but provinces may levy their own taxes to help defray costs. Canada’s private health sector is limited to offering insurance and supplemental services not included in the essential public package. Dental care, eye care, prescription drugs, ambulance services, medical devices, upgraded hospital rooms and travel insurance are all outside the scope of Medicare.

Primary care physicians are the forefront of Canadian health care and provide basic medical treatments and preventative care. Typically primary care providers refer patients to specialists for services outside the scope of primary care. Today Canada’s ten provincial governments are the constitutionally designated key providers of health care, and have responsibility for planning, financing, and evaluating the provision of hospital care, negotiating salaries of health professionals and negotiating fees for physician service.58

Potential Lessons

- Because primary care physicians are the main Medicare providers, Canada has a strong primary care base. More than 63% of all physicians in Canada are primary care providers.
- Consumer choice preserves competition and quality despite mandatory fee schedules.
- Mandatory fee schedules help contain costs.
- Coverage is ‘portable’ so residents retain their health benefits wherever they move.
- The provincial governments are able to set and enforce overall budgetary limits.
- Prohibiting private insurance for care covered under Medicare ensures a broad-based risk pool. Risk sharing is effective.

Challenges

- As Canada struggles with limitless demand, an ageing population, and increasingly costly medical technology, the Canadian Coordinating Office for Health Technology Assessment is tasked with rationing the most expensive new treatments, pharmaceuticals and diagnostic tests.59
- Canada’s system faces all the challenges of a government-run, single-payer monopoly: limited information, little transparency, poor accountability, politicized decision-making, and lack of innovation.60
- A survey of physicians in 2005 revealed that median waiting times in every queried category of care exceed what is ‘clinically reasonable’.61
- Despite the Canadian Health Act of 1984, and probably as a result of long waiting times, the private health sector still operates illegally on the fringe and provides unregulated services that are also included in the public package.

60 Ibid.
Germany

Germany has a long-standing tradition of public social insurance, and universal health care is rooted in an 1883 parliament decision that made nationwide health insurance mandatory. Currently government-funded Social Health Insurance (SHI) is compulsory for citizens with annual incomes up to €48,000. Those with incomes above the threshold can elect the SHI system, which covers about 88% of the population, or can choose to purchase private insurance. Less than 1% of the German population has no coverage at all. The SHI covers preventive services, in-patient and out-patient hospital care, physician services, mental health and dental care, medical aids, rehabilitation and sick leave compensation. Since 1995, long-term care has been provided as part of a separate mandatory insurance scheme. Out-of-pocket expenditure from co-payments accounted for 13.8% of total health expenditure in 2005. Cost sharing is generally limited to 2% of household income.

The SHI scheme is operated by more than 200 competing Sickness Funds (SFs), which are self-governing, nonprofit, non-governmental organizations, and funded by compulsory wage-based contributions, matched by employers, up to €43,000 per year. In 2005 public insurance accounted for 77.2% of total health expenditure. Private health insurance covers the two groups excluded from SHI—civil servants and the self-employed—and any wealthy citizens who opt out of the public scheme. Those with private insurance pay risk-related premiums for themselves and their dependents, and risk is assessed upon entry only. Private insurance also plays a minor supplemental role with SHI by adding certain benefits such as better amenities and coverage for some co-payments and dental care. Private insurance made up 9.1% of total health expenditure in 2005.\textsuperscript{62}

Potential Lessons\textsuperscript{63}

- Primary care doctors have no formal gatekeeper function, but in 2004, SFs were required to provide bonuses to enrollees who complied with a “family physician care model.”
- Out-patient physicians are paid in a mix of per time period and per procedure rates, and aggregate payments are negotiated annually to avoid runaway costs. Fees are pro-rated downward when budget ceilings are approached. Collective prescription caps for physicians on a regional basis further contain costs.
- Legislation in 2002, created Disease Management Programs (DMPs) for patients with chronic illnesses. To give SFs an incentive to care for the chronically ill, SFs receive higher per-capita allocations for DMP patients than they do for non-DMP participants. As a result, SFs with higher shares of DMP patients receive higher compensation.
- The German government delegates regulation and governance to the SFs and medical providers’ associations. The Federal Joint Committee was created in 2004, to increase efficacy and compliance.
- Patients have freedom of choice between SFs and providers. Both providers and funds have an obligation to contract and treat a person who has chosen them.


\textsuperscript{63} Ibid.
Beginning in 2007, all acute care hospitals began publishing 30 quality indicators in mandatory annual reports. 

The Institute for Quality and Efficiency enforces other quality control mechanisms such as mandatory continuous medical education for providers and required health technology assessments for drugs and certain procedures.

The Institute also evaluates the cost-effectiveness of drugs, which are subject to reference prices unless they can demonstrate an added medical benefit beyond the reference price.

In addition to price freezes, compulsory bulk discounts on drugs for health insurance funds was raised from 6% to 16% in 2009.\

**Challenges**

- High levels of unemployment threaten the financial basis of the social insurance system.
- Some antiquated reimbursement mechanisms currently favor unnecessary or excessive treatments.
- Fragmentation of SHI and long-term care causes duplication of services and uncoordinated care, which is exacerbated by the fact that general practitioners do not currently act as formal gatekeepers.
- There is a need to increase the role of general practitioners vis-à-vis office-based specialists by improving their training and by educating patients to use general practitioners as gatekeepers who guide patients through the health care system.
- Ambulatory care and hospital care are structured separately, and there is no coordination between them. This results in long hospital stays because hospital physicians do all the follow up before patients are released. No incentives are in place in fee schedules to shorten lengths of stay.
- Physicians prescribe almost three times more drugs in Germany than they do in the US, and drug prices are higher in Germany than in other countries.
- While the 1993 Health Care Structure Act introduced free choice of SFs for enrollees, true market competition is not possible because SFs have to offer the same benefits for the same contribution rate. Most SFs also have the same range of providers because providers collectively contract with SFs. The "better" SFs are increasingly demanding greater flexibility and the selective contracting of providers to allow for differentiation between SFs.

---


New Zealand

The New Zealand health system provides residents with access to a broad range of health services with substantial government funding. The system gives its beneficiaries the choice of their independent general practitioner, and covers preventive and promotional services, in-patient and out-patient hospital care, primary health care services, prescription drugs, mental health care, dental care for school children, and disability support services. Patient out-of-pocket co-payments for general practitioners, non-hospital prescription drugs, some private hospital or specialist care, and adult dental care account for 16% of total health expenditures.66

The system receives most of its funds from general taxation, which supports about 78.3% of health care expenditures. The government sets an annual global budget for health care and distributes funds to District Health Boards (DHBs). DHBs offer general health services at government-owned facilities and buy other services from private providers, such as general practitioners. General practitioners are generally grouped into Primary Health Organizations (PHOs), which have recently received additional government subsidies to increase access to primary care for low-income residents. As of 2005, 92% of the New Zealand population was linked to a PHO to receive a range of clinical and non-clinical care. PHOs are funded partly by capitation rates and partly by fee-for-service.67

About one-third of New Zealand’s population has some form of private insurance to help cover co-payments, elective surgery and specialist consultations. Private insurance makes up 6% of health expenses. Recent cutbacks in public funding for the health care system have resulted in fairly long lines for elective procedures and have encouraged the emergence of a two-tier health care system.68

Potential Lessons

- New Zealanders report far shorter waiting times for appointments and far lower out-of-pocket costs than patients in the United States and Canada.69
- PHARMAC is a government agency that determines which prescription drugs will receive full or partial government subsidy. PHARMAC is a global pioneer in negotiating for low-cost prescription drugs, in part because it acts as a monopoly purchaser and has strong bargaining power. In negotiations, the drug company is responsible for establishing the clinical- and cost- effectiveness of the drug.70

Challenges

- Under-funding has led to increasingly long waiting lines for a variety of elective procedures.71
- Long waiting lists for some treatments in public facilities have led to growth in the private insurance market. The emergence of a two-tiered system may complicate care coordination for patients that use both public and private facilities.
- Independent general practitioners and PHOs often require some kind of co-payment, which represents a cost barrier to the most basic forms

---
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of care. Evidence suggests that the government’s efforts to increase access to primary care have not equalized utilization rates among patients of all income levels.72

- New Zealanders have considerable anxiety about their ability to receive health care. In a recent survey by The Commonwealth Fund, 42% of residents were afraid they could not afford medical care, 38% were anxious about the possibility of wait times for non-emergent care, and 38% feared they would not get advanced care if they became very sick.73

71 Bramhall.


73 The Commonwealth Fund.
Norway

All Norwegian citizens and residents have health care coverage under the National Insurance Scheme (NIS). Norway’s system is a tax-funded, single-payer arrangement. The system is financed through general revenue from taxes, and among industrialized countries, only Sweden has a higher tax burden than Norway. Benefits under the NIS are extensive, and include in-patient and out-patient care, diagnostic services, specialist care, maternity services, preventive medicine, palliative care, and prescription drugs. Most notably, the NIS provides sick pay and disability benefits. Small co-payments are due for out-patient treatment and for treatment by a general practitioner, psychologist, or psychiatrist. To limit overall health expenditures and capital investment, the government sets a global budget annually. Some Norwegians opt out of the government health system and pay out-of-pocket for care. Because of insufficient capacity to meet the strong demand for health services, Norwegians face long waiting times for many procedures. Many Norwegians who can afford to pay out-of-pocket travel abroad for medical treatment.\(^7^4\)

The central government, through the Ministry of Health and Care Services, has overall authority over the system, although management and funding responsibilities have been delegated to regional and municipal governments. Municipal governments are additionally responsible for primary health care, regional governments are also responsible for specialist care, and the central government has full control over all public hospitals. Private facilities for plastic surgery, substance abuse, and dental care complement publicly funded services. Municipalities can levy proportional income taxes, but regional authorities rely on transfers from the national government. Public sector spending on health accounts for roughly 84% of the total. Most health care personnel are salaried government employees, although some specialists work on a contract basis and receive annual grants and fee-for-service payments.\(^7^5\)

Potential Lessons
- The Norwegian health system achieves a reasonable balance of local and national governance. A centralized vision guides a decentralized network of regional and municipal governments, which encourage inhabitants to take part in local politics.
- Municipal and regional councils are all popularly elected, which increases accountability.\(^7^6\)
- An annual global budget is set by the central government to restrain costs.
- Norway’s public health providers are in the process of adopting electronic patient records to improve teamwork between municipal health and social services, specialist health care and general practitioner services.\(^7^7\)
- In 1997, Norway introduced ‘activity-based funding’ that tied provider payments to the number of patients each provider treated in a certain diagnosis group. This payment mechanism was followed by an increase in the number of cases treated and a reduction in waiting times.\(^7^8\)

\(^7^7\) Ibid.
\(^7^8\) Johnson.
Challenges

- Significant wait time for many procedures is the biggest problem Norway’s health system faces. Norwegians who can afford to pay out-of-pocket fees look abroad for timely care, but low-income citizens are forced to wait months for non-emergent care. To address this issue, the Norwegian government committed NKr 1 billion to purchase medical treatment abroad.

- Because of a scarcity of resources relative to demand, treatment can be denied to sick patients if it is not deemed to be cost-effective.

- Patient choice of physicians is constrained to a government list of general practitioners. Patients may switch general practitioners, but only twice a year and only if their preferred general practitioner has no waiting list to be seen.
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Sweden

Sweden has a universal healthcare delivery system with decentralized decision-making and implementation under the stewardship of the national government. Although legislation and regulation of the national health system occurs at the national level, the financing and provision of health care is the responsibility of 21 county councils and 289 municipalities.83 County councils raise tax revenue, determine fee schedules, and organize and dispense health care. While county councils cover most forms of health care, municipalities are responsible for nursing homes, long-term care for the elderly with somatic and psychiatric diseases, and institutional housing and care facilities for mentally retarded patients. Provider payment mechanisms vary among county councils, but global budgets and per-capita payments are the most common.84

In 2001, 85.2% of Sweden's total health expenditure came from public sources, while only 14.8% came from private sources. Because Sweden has a heavily socialized, single-payer system, Sweden has charged minimal user fees for primary physician (US$14) and specialist (US$35) visits to try to prevent overuse and abuse. These user fees accounted for only 2% of total health expenditure. Sweden sets a maximum annual co-payment at $US128, after which an individual receives a card that authorizes free care for a year. The government withholds unnecessary benefits such as vaccines for foreign travel and flu shots for low-risk people to contain costs.85

In recent years Sweden has undertaken several health system reforms to increase competition, efficiency, marketization, and privatization. In a series of reforms collectively called the Stockholm Revolution, the Swedish health care system introduced patient choice of care providers and separated purchaser and provider functions.86 This system has been shown to encourage competition for public contracts, decrease waiting times, increase efficiency, and cut costs.87 A degree of privatization and market-based reform in Sweden's health system may threaten truly universal access in the future, however.

Potential Lessons

- A National Pharmaceutical Benefits Board performs analyses of the cost-effectiveness of certain drugs to determine which drugs should be included in the public benefit package, and at what price. The Swedish Council on Technology Assessment in Health Care performs similar cost-effective analyses for health care technologies.88
- The Swedish system provides for clear distinctions in the responsibilities of the government, the county councils, and the municipalities. Such decentralization allows for greater flexibility and encourages innovative practices to improve efficiency.

---
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Patient choice increases the responsiveness of the health care sector to needs and wishes of patients, and drives improvements by encouraging competition between providers. The Stockholm Revolution reforms also seem to address many of the common problems with a single-payer health system—inefficiency and increasing costs.

**Challenges**

Like other nations with a single-payer system and an aging population, Sweden has had to deal with the problem of ever-growing health care expenses. To deal with this burden, Sweden has begun rationing care, in part by instituting waiting lists for medical appointments and surgery. These long waiting lists are a problem, and may explain why Swedes are increasingly opting for voluntary private health insurance.

Access to primary care can be difficult in Sweden. Opening hours are inconvenient, and getting an appointment is not easy. Consequently, half of all patients go straight to a hospital for their primary care.

Future reforms should focus on improving coordination of care, particularly for the elderly and for patients with multiple diagnoses. Though the division of responsibility into three separate levels of governance allows for decentralization, it also permits fragmentation that makes care coordination, particularly for the elderly and the mentally retarded, very difficult.

Budget-governed health care does not reward curious, innovative physicians. New knowledge and technologies are not welcomed as progress, but are considered disturbances that may increase costs. Budgetary surplus is the primary goal, rather than improving care quality.

The market-based reforms of the Stockholm Revolution may threaten the system’s universality in the future.

---
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Taiwan

Before 1995, a patchwork of ten different social health insurance schemes covered only 59% of Taiwan’s population. The uninsured 41% were predominantly children under age 14 and adults older than 65, who need health care the most. In 1995, the National Health Insurance (NHI) program was established as a government-run, single-payer national health insurance scheme under the direction of the Bureau of National Health Insurance (BNHI). With mandatory enrollment to ensure a broad-based collection of funds and adequate risk pooling, the NHI increased health insurance coverage in Taiwan from 57% to more than 96%. The program is financed through a mix of premiums and taxes, which compensate a mix of public and private providers on a fee-for-service basis. Individual families, employers, and the government all pay a share of the premiums, and the share that each group owes differs within six categories of population subgroups. For military personnel and the poor, the government pays the entire premium. In 2000, 32.15% of the NHI’s total premium revenue came from employers, 38.08% from individuals, and 29.77% from government.

Though some health facilities in Taiwan are public, the majority is privately owned, and more than 90% of all hospital facilities contract with the BNHI. The NHI pays providers on a classic fee-for-service basis at uniform, national fee schedules. The NHI accounts for 55% of Taiwan’s national health expenditure while 30% comes from out-of-pocket payments. The NHI health care package covers in-patient care, ambulatory care, laboratory tests, diagnostic imaging, prescription and certain over the counter drugs, dental care, traditional Chinese medicine, day care for the mentally ill, limited home health care, and certain preventive medicines. Most notably, HIV/AIDS treatment and organ transplants are covered. Households must pay out-of-pocket for services not covered by the NHI, such as orthodontics, prosthodontics, lab tests that are not medically necessary, extra charges for non-NHI beds, requests for nurses or physicians not assigned by the hospital, long-term care, and nursing home care. Out-of-pocket spending also includes “user fees” levied by certain providers and co-payments for NHI-covered ambulatory care, in-patient care, and pharmaceuticals.

Potential Lessons

- Introduced in 2002, Taiwan’s IC-Card functions as a communication tool between the NHI and providers, and allows for the transferring of a patient’s electronic medical records between providers. The IC-Card also helps protect against fraud.
- Implementation of the NHI significantly increased life expectancy for those most at risk, typically the uninsured, before the NHI scheme.\(^\text{92}\)
- The capacity of Taiwan’s health infrastructure has increased since the NHI’s inception—the supply of health professionals, for example, increased by 39.6%.
- Only 2.2% of the NHI’s total budget is spent on administration because all claims are processed electronically.
- The NHI offers complete freedom of choice among providers, and there is no rationing of care, or lines for care.

---


Under the NHI the utilization rate of services among the previously uninsured jumped to match the utilization rate of those who were insured prior to the NHI. Essentially, the NHI successfully removed financial barriers to care.

Global budgets have succeeded somewhat in controlling costs.

A series of quality monitoring programs using health information technology and payment incentives move physicians towards greater accountability for good health outcomes. The government is considering a fee-for-outcomes (FFO) approach to replace traditional fee-for-service.

Hospital quality indicators have been introduced to aggregate data on re-hospitalizations and repeated visits to emergency rooms to help hospitals improve quality.

Challenges

A primary weakness is uncertainty about the long-run sustainability of Taiwan’s health insurance system, particularly because of budget cuts and a mounting national debt.93

Inappropriate physician payment incentives affect how medical trainees choose their specialties. Trainees disproportionately choose specialties that have simpler payment processes under the NHI, such as dermatology, or that are not covered by the NHI at all. These specialties, such as cosmetic surgery, bring in higher, out-of-pocket payments. Specialties covered by the NHI with lower reimbursement rates, such as obstetrics and gynecology, are rarely chosen.94

Critics claim that the fee-for-service payment mechanism encourages supplier-induced demand for services that may not be necessary. This tendency to overmedicate or overprescribe is made worse by excess capacity. Additionally, Taiwan permits hospitals to sell drugs for prices beyond their acquisition cost—the marginal profit is known as the ‘drug price black hole.’ The profitability of selling drugs creates an additional incentive for hospitals to overmedicate their patients.

Fee-for-service payments also encourage doctors to increase their volume of services rendered, most often by decreasing the quality of each service. For example, Taiwan’s fee schedule is thought to encourage the ‘three-minute patient visit.’

Health capacity is unevenly distributed, not only by specialty, but also geographically. In 2001, the overall ratio of physicians per 1,000 people was 1.37, but in the mountainous areas and offshore islands it was only 0.8.

Excess health capacity in certain areas of Taiwan engenders fierce competition among hospitals for patients, who are increasingly being viewed merely as “biological structures yielding cash.”95

---
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United Kingdom

Since its launch in 1948, the National Health Service (NHS) has grown to become the world’s largest publicly funded health service. With the exception of charges for some prescription drugs and optical and dental services, the NHS offers free primary care, preventive care, mental health care and hospital use for anyone who is a resident of the United Kingdom (UK). Children, the elderly, pregnant women, and people with disabilities or certain mental conditions are exempt from any co-payments. Roughly 11.5% of residents purchase supplemental private insurance to avoid wait times, have a higher standard of comfort, or choose their specialist. The NHS is funded largely by general taxation, and government health expenditures make up roughly 15.6% of total government expenditures in the UK. Notable features of the NHS are the combination of universal coverage and access, very little cost sharing, and tight cost containment. Providers are incentivized under the UK’s system to promote preventive and curative care. Each country in the UK has a health department that is responsible for its own policy decisions and health budget, and the purchasing and provision of services are delegated further to regional bodies and local public providers, respectively.96

Potential Lessons

- The total expenditure of the NHS is relatively low and health outcomes are on par with other developed countries.
- England has had success in reducing wait times by increasing hospital capacity and staff, setting shorter maximum wait targets and strictly monitoring the performance of physicians.
- England introduced a quasi-market arrangement that rewards providers with greater patient satisfaction.
- The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) was recently established to assess evidence for the clinical- and cost-effectiveness of certain drugs and medical procedures in an effort to improve the responsiveness of the system.
- The Commission for Health Improvement (CHI) is a regulatory body established to inspect the performance of NHS institutions and to ensure a high quality of care.

Challenges

- A shortage of both primary care providers and specialists has led to concerns with wait times and care quality, particularly for the elderly who require round-the-clock care.
- Reporting of serious failures in health care is patchy and incomplete; the NHS has very few mechanisms in place to identify and respond to those failures. Improvements in the organizational culture of the NHS and in its reporting systems as well as a new emphasis on evidence-based practices are necessary for the NHS to take an active role in addressing its weaknesses.
- The NHS suffers from a lack of local flexibility.
- The NHS has never consistently and systematically measured changes in its patients’ health. It is difficult to measure the efficiency of the NHS as a health care system.

According to the British Medical Journal, health inequalities in Britain are greater currently than they were during the post-World War I slump and the Great Depression. Though health outcomes across all segments of the population have improved over the last decade, the disparity of health outcomes between the wealthiest and the poorest has widened over the past 20 years.\textsuperscript{99}
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